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Tasks # 24409 (New): [namespaces] implement namespace support within RBD
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Description
Allow the storage administrator to configure the peers within the default namespace but store the list of mirrored images within new "rbd_mirroring" objects per namespace. This implies that the rbd-mirror daemon needs to scan multiple namespaces to determine which images require mirroring.

Related issues:
Copied to rbd - Backport #41812: nautilus: [namespaces] mirroring should sup... Rejected

History
#1 - 06/20/2019 06:52 AM - Mykola Golub
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to Mykola Golub

#2 - 09/12/2019 01:42 PM - Jason Dillaman
- Status changed from In Progress to Pending Backport
- Backport set to nautilus

#3 - 09/13/2019 09:15 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #41812: nautilus: [namespaces] mirroring should support namespaces added

#4 - 12/06/2019 12:27 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Pull request ID set to 28939

#5 - 02/14/2020 03:58 PM - Mykola Golub
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved